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Motivation for 𝝉 searches

Searching SUSY focused on best motivated NLSP candidates and 

most difficult scenarios

ǁ𝜏 satisfies both conditions

SUSY models with a light ǁ𝜏 can accommodate the observed relic density

( ǁ𝜏 - neutralino coannihilation)
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Scalar superpartner of 𝜏-lepton

• Two weak hypercharge eigenstates ( ǁ𝜏R, ǁ𝜏𝐿) not mass degenerate

• Mixing yields to the physical states ( ǁ𝜏1, ǁ𝜏2), the lightest one being with high probability

the lightest sfermion (stronger trilinear couplings)

• With assumed R-parity conservation:

- pair produced (s-channel via Z0/γ exchange, lowest σ with no coupling to Z0)

- decay to LSP and 𝜏, implying more difficult signal identification than the other sfermions
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Summary 𝝉 limits
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Summary 𝝉 limits

Initial conditions

Background and signal events reconstructed using SGV

Updated conditions

Background reconstruction done by Marlin (standard “IDR” production)

Main difference: additional overlay tracks coming from real and virtual photon 

interactions

Overlay tracks added artificially to SGV signal reconstructed events



Overlay tracks

Overlay tracks can not be neglected due to the similarity to signal tracks for low 
mass differences

Low pT hadrons from γγ interactions

Electrons and positrons from beamstrahlung

87% (13%) overlay particles identified as pions (e+/e-)

At ILC with 𝑠 = 500 GeV in average 1.05 𝛾𝛾-background events per bunch

~1400 𝛾𝛾-background events per train 
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Overlay tracks: 

• low transverse momentum

• forward direction

• origin in beam-spot 

Overlay tracks (ctd.)

Search for algorithm reducing overlay tracks

Based on:

- transverse momentum

- angular distribution

- impact parameter significance
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Overlay tracks (ctd.)

Transversal impact parameter significance
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Overlay tracks (ctd.)

Cuts on PT, cosθ and transversal IP significance depending on ΔM
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Transversal impact parameter significance



Not overlay cut

Overlay cut

SGVFull simulation
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m ǁ𝜏 = 240 𝐺𝑒𝑉 Δ𝑚 = 10 𝐺𝑒𝑉

ǁ𝜏𝑳 ǁ𝜏𝑹

m ǁ𝜏 = 240 𝐺𝑒𝑉 Δ𝑚 = 3 𝐺𝑒𝑉

ǁ𝜏𝑳 ǁ𝜏𝑹

Bino LSP Bino LSPHiggsino LSP Higgsino LSP

Effect of overlay tracks

Likelihood-ratio statistic used to weight both polarisations (H20 conditions)



Not overlay cut

Overlay cut

SGVFull simulation
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m ǁ𝜏 = 240 𝐺𝑒𝑉 Δ𝑚 = 10 𝐺𝑒𝑉

ǁ𝜏𝑳 ǁ𝜏𝑹

m ǁ𝜏 = 240 𝐺𝑒𝑉 Δ𝑚 = 3 𝐺𝑒𝑉

ǁ𝜏𝑳 ǁ𝜏𝑹

Bino LSP LSPHiggsino LSP Higgsino LSP

Effect of overlay tracks

Likelihood-ratio statistic used to weight both polarisations (H20 conditions)

Larger effect of overlay tracks in low DM case since they are

more similar to  the signal ones: strong reduction of significance



“Only overlay” events as misidentified 𝝉 events
(preliminary)

Cuts DM = 10 GeV: no events passing cuts (< 0.001% -> < 0.014 events/train – 0.07 
events/sec)

Cuts DM = 2 GeV: 0.35% events passing cuts (4.9 events/train – 24.5 events/sec)
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Events with only overlay tracks could be misidentified as ǁ𝜏 events

Kinematic cuts on overlay tracks do not increase significantly the rejection

Algorithm based on vertexing was tried

Study conditioned by the low statistics



Overlay low pt hadrons

Signal DM=10
Signal DM=2

Overlay electrons

# remaining tracks after vertexing (at least two track vertex with beam-spot constraint)
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“Only overlay” events as misidentified 𝝉 events
(preliminary) (ctd.)

Reconstruct vertex with beam-spot constraint

Keep particles not belonging to vertex

Not able to create vertex: count remaining particles



Overlay low pt hadrons

Signal DM=10
Signal DM=2

Overlay electrons

# remaining tracks after vertexing (at least two track vertex with beam-spot constraint)
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“Only overlay” events as misidentified 𝝉 events
(preliminary) (ctd.)



Overlay low pt hadrons

Signal DM=10
Signal DM=2

Overlay electrons

# remaining tracks after vertexing (at least two track vertex with beam-spot constrain)
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Reduce “only overlay” events based on track multiplicity 

after vertexing

Cuts DM = 2 GeV: 0.005% events passing cuts (0.07 events/train – 0.35 events/sec)

99.6 % reduction

“Only overlay” events as misidentified 𝝉 events
(preliminary) (ctd.)



• Effect of overlay tracks on signal/background ratio for ǁ𝜏 searches was analysed

• For low DM overlay tracks are very similar to signal, hence an strong reduction 
of significance is observed

• Study of “only overlay” events as possible misidentified ǁ𝜏 events is undergoing:

- exploit vertex information looks promising

- more statistics would be useful

- searching for independent sets of cuts for reducing statistic problem 

Snowmass contribution in http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15729

Overview and prospects
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15729

